Numerous treatments have been reported to provide a beneficial outcome in experimental animal stroke models; however, these treatments (with the exception of tissue plasminogen activator) have failed in clinical trials. To improve the translation of treatment efficacy from bench to bedside, we have performed a preclinical randomized controlled multicenter trial (pRCT) to test a potential stroke therapy under circumstances closer to the design and rigor of a clinical randomized control trial. Anti-CD49d antibodies, which inhibit the migration of leukocytes into the brain, were previously investigated in experimental stroke models by individual laboratories. Despite the conflicting results from four positive and one inconclusive preclinical studies, a clinical trial was initiated. To confirm the preclinical results and to test the feasibility of conducting a pRCT, six independent European research centers investigated the efficacy of anti-CD49d antibodies in two distinct mouse models of stroke in a centrally coordinated, randomized, and blinded approach. The results pooled from all research centers revealed that treatment with CD49d-specific antibodies significantly reduced both leukocyte invasion and infarct volume after the permanent distal occlusion of the middle cerebral artery, which causes a small cortical infarction. In contrast, anti-CD49d treatment did not reduce lesion size or affect leukocyte invasion after transient proximal occlusion of the middle cerebral artery, which induces large lesions. These results suggest that the benefits of immune-targeted approaches may depend on infarct severity and localization. This study supports the feasibility of performing pRCTs.
INTRODUCTION
Ischemic stroke, a leading cause of death and disability worldwide (1) , induces the rapid loss of specific brain functions, a result of insufficient blood flow to specific brain regions. Together with other downstream effects, stroke triggers an acute inflammatory response in the brain, which activates harmful signaling cascades that contribute to secondary brain damage (2) . Although stroke places enormous medical and economic burdens on society, thrombolysis with tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) is currently the only clinically approved therapy for ischemic stroke. Safety considerations require, however, that tPA must be administered within a very narrow time window after the onset of symptoms, and tPA treatment has important contraindications such as hemorrhage or oral anticoagulation (3, 4) . Because of these constraints, tPA is only provided to a small percentage of all stroke patients in industrialized countries; the overall therapeutic impact of tPA is negligible when developing countries are also considered.
In recent decades, several experimental therapies have been developed and tested for their ability to mitigate stroke-related brain injury, which can include postischemic, excitotoxic neuronal damage, spreading depolarization, apoptosis, and/or inflammation (5, 6) . Unfortunately, none of the tested drugs that show promise in animal models of stroke have so far been translated into clinical use for stroke patients (7, 8) , and most major pharmaceutical companies have stopped research and development in this area. The cause of this failure in clinical trials is multifactorial and may include poorly designed preclinical and clinical studies, biased selection of substances for clinical testing, and underpowered clinical trials with overambitious and pathophysiologically irrelevant therapeutic windows (5, 9) . Indeed, academic and industrial researchers, as well as funding agencies and journals, now recognize the existence of a "reproducibility crisis": the results of preclinical studies in many research fields, including stroke, lack robustness, and only a small fraction of these studies can be replicated (10) .
To overcome the current limitations of preclinical in vivo studies, strict operational and statistical guidelines have been developed for the data reporting, and suggestions have been implied for design and performance of preclinical studies (11) . In addition, pRCTs have been proposed as a way to help bridge the gap between experimental laboratory research and clinical trials (12) (13) (14) . Such studies would be primarily confirmatory, designed to test efficacy of previously defined therapeutic concepts in a study design with the highest standards for statistics, analysis, and reporting (15) . Finally, such a study will have many of the characteristics of adequately powered clinical trials. Several international consortia have been established to perform such studies, and multicenter investigations have been reported, but no pRCT has been published to date. Therefore, our objective was to implement a preclinical multicenter trial by applying rigorous design, experimental, and analysis standards to test the efficacy of an anti-inflammatory therapeutic intervention (that is, blocking leukocyte migration with antiCD49d antibodies) in two experimental models of stroke.
Brain leukocyte invasion is a key mechanism that mediates secondary neuronal injury after an acute brain lesion (2, 16) . Transendothelial migration is tightly regulated by adhesion molecules, specifically the interaction between the molecules VLA-4 (leukocyte very late antigen-4) and VCAM-1 (vascular cell adhesion molecule-1) (17, 18) . Antibodies against the a chain of VLA-4 (anti-CD49d antibodies) have shown efficacy in several models of autoimmune diseases, and the humanized antibody natalizumab is currently one of the most effective therapies for patients with multiple sclerosis (19) . Four single-center studies reported that anti-CD49d antibodies confer cerebroprotective properties in mouse models of brain ischemia by blocking the postischemic invasion of leukocytes into the brain (20) (21) (22) (23) . However, one of these studies reported different efficacies between different stroke models (20) . The neuroprotective potential of anti-CD49d treatment was challenged further by a subsequent study that reported no treatment effect (24) . A phase 2 clinical trial is currently testing the effect of natalizumab in patients after acute ischemic stroke (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT01955707).
The availability of reliable preclinical data is essential for selecting the drug candidates with the highest clinical potential and for designing the most effective clinical study, thereby minimizing unnecessary, costly, and even harmful clinical trials. We therefore tested anti-CD49d treatment in a multicenter, randomized preclinical trial. The predetermined primary end point for the trial was infarct volume measured in two ischemic stroke models. The secondary end points were functional outcome and the invasion of leukocytes into the brain.
RESULTS
For this experimental trial, we used two different models of focal brain ischemia (Fig. 1 , A to C) to address potential pathophysiological differences among commonly used stroke models (25, 26) . Small lesions confined to the cortex were induced by coagulation of the distal middle cerebral artery (cMCAO), whereas lesions in the cortex and subcortical structures were induced by transiently occluding the MCA at its origin for 60 min with an endovascular filament (fMCAO). A total of 315 male C57BL/6J mice from the following five independent European research centers were randomized in this trial by the author indicated by their initials [center 1: Caen (D.V.), center 2: Milan (M.-G.D.S.), center 3: Barcelona (A.M.P.), center 4: Munich (N.P.), and center 5: Berlin (U.D.)], whereas the sixth center centrally coordinated the study and analyzed the data (Munich, A.L.). A total of 81 and 174 mice were included in the final analyses of the cMCAO and fMCAO groups, respectively (Fig. 1D) . The animals' physical features, mortality incidences, and reasons for exclusion are summarized in Table 1 . The body temperature of the mice at center 3 differed significantly from the other centers, and the body weight of the mice at center 4 differed significantly from the other centers; however, all values were within their respective normal physiological range for mice.
Anti-CD49d treatment reduces infarct volume after cortical stroke Previous studies performed in individual laboratories with relatively small sample sizes suggested that anti-CD49d antibodies might improve outcome after stroke (20) (21) (22) (23) ; in contrast, another study reported no significant benefit of this treatment (24) . We therefore examined the efficacy of anti-CD49d treatment in experimental ischemic stroke by performing a pRCT, using pooled infarct volume of all centers per each stroke model as the primary end points. The anti-CD49d antibody or a control immunoglobulin G (IgG) antibody (300 mg each) was administered intraperitoneally in a randomized and blinded fashion 3 hours after stroke induction. Analysis of the pooled data from all centers revealed that treatment with anti-CD49d antibodies resulted in 19% smaller infarct volume 7 days after cMCAO compared to administration of control IgG (P < 0.05) ( Fig. 2A) . In contrast, 4 days after inducing fMCAO, infarct volume did not differ between control IgG-treated and anti-CD49d-treated mice, regardless of whether the data were analyzed for each individual center or as a pooled data set (Fig. 2B) . To additionally show the effect sizes (ESs, standardized mean difference) of antibody treatment in the two stroke models, we performed a metaanalysis using inverse-variance weighting (random-effects model) from all centers; these results are illustrated as a forest plot (Fig. 2C) .
Consistent with the results from the mixed model analysis used to test the primary end point (Fig. 2, A and B) , the result from the cMCAO model showed no significant effect of treatment if analyzed separately for each center, whereas a subtotal analysis (pooled for cMCAO) revealed a significant treatment effect [ES, 0.57; 95% confidence interval (CI), 0.01 to 1.13]. As in the mixed model primary analysis, no significant effect was found in the analysis for pooled infarct volume after fMCAO. When the data were pooled from all treatment centers and both models, the ES no longer favored treatment (ES, 0.23; 95% CI, −0.1 to 0.55).
Next, we investigated the accuracy of our assessment of the primary end point. Infarct volume was independently measured by two researchers (G.L. and A.L.) at the central study center. These researchers were blinded with respect to the groups, and concordance of their results was confirmed using Bland-Altman analysis and calculation of intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC), which revealed excellent interrater reliability (ICC, 0.99; 95% CI, 0.990 to 0.994; Fig. 2D and fig. S1A ). Moreover, each study center reevaluated the infarct volumes of the samples, confirming reliability between the central analysis and the analyses from each center (ICC range, 0.88 to 0.99; fig. S1B ). Together, these results support the hypothesis that antiCD49d treatment reduces infarct volume in cortical lesions after permanent MCA occlusion; moreover, our results suggest that treatment efficacy might depend on infarct type and severity, because anti-CD49d treatment was not effective after transient occlusion of the proximal MCA. Anti-CD49d treatment reduces the invasion of leukocytes into the brain after cortical stroke Previous studies (20, 24) suggested that anti-CD49d treatment exerts its primary therapeutic effect on brain ischemia by inhibiting leukocyte invasion of the brain. To investigate this process, we prepared brain sections from mice after MCAO or sham surgery; we then immunostained the sections with antibodies against CD45, a marker for leukocytes (Fig. 3A) . The stained sections were analyzed by researchers who were blinded with respect to the surgical and treatment groups. Cumulative topographic maps of leukocyte invasion after cMCAO revealed that leukocytes infiltrated the region surrounding the infarct core, with predominant localization in the peri-infarct cortical area (Fig. 3B) . Anti-CD49d treatment significantly (P < 0.001) reduced the number of leukocytes in the infarct area after cMCAO (Fig. 3 , B and C), consistent with our finding of reduced lesion volume in anti-CD49d-treated mice after cMCAO. Mice that underwent fMCAO had significantly fewer cerebral leukocytes than those that underwent MCAOcMCAO [mean (SD), 5.4 (3.6) versus 11.4 (4.4) cells per section, respectively; P < 0.001], and anti-CD49d treatment did not affect the invasion of leukocytes after fMCAO (Fig. 3D) . Because of the high variability in lesion size and location in the fMCAO model, we were unable to generate topographic maps; however, we measured a weak yet significant inverse correlation between infarct volume and cerebral leukocyte count in the fMCAO-induced group (Fig. 3E ), suggesting a relationship between lesion size and cellular poststroke neuroinflammation.
Other secondary outcome parameters were not affected by anti-CD49d treatment In addition to the infiltration of leukocytes into the brain, we also measured the following outcomes as predefined secondary end points: mortality, physiological parameters, and behavioral deficits. Our analysis revealed that none of these outcomes was significantly affected by antiCD49d treatment. For the cMCAO model, we used the rotarod test and the adhesive removal test, two well-established functional tests for this stroke model. An analysis of functional outcome with the per-protocol analysis revealed that sensorimotor deficits in both tests (at three time points after stroke) did not differ significantly between the sham surgery group and either the control-treated or antiCD49d-treated cMCAO groups. Hence, we were unable to discriminate between cMCAO and sham surgery, indicating that these commonly used tests lacked sufficient sensitivity to detect the limited neurological deficits in the cMCAO model ( fig. S2 , A to C and E). Additionally, the mean absolute values for both tests differed greatly between individual centers (fig. S2, A and B), indicating high intercenter variability in performing these tests, despite the use of harmonized procedures. To eliminate intercenter variability as a source for increased variability for this parameter, we performed a secondary analysis in which the poststroke deficits were normalized to their respective baseline values ( fig. S2F ). This analysis revealed a cMCAO-induced deficit in the adhesive removal test; however, treatment with the anti-CD49d antibody had no significant effect on this deficit. Because of the substantial behavioral deficits induced by fMCAO, the tests used for cMCAO could not be applied in this model. Therefore, we tested deficits in the fMCAO model by a composite Neuroscore, with no difference apparent between treatment groups (fig. S3A); this lack of treatment effect is consistent with the lack of treatment effect on infarct volume in this model. The composite Neuroscore test robustly detected significant deficits in the animals (compared to sham treatment) in all five research centers 4 days after stroke. A correlation analysis of this large cohort of animals (n = 174 fMCAO-induced mice) revealed moderate correlation between infarct volume and Neuroscore outcome (r = 0.76 and r = 0.77, 2 and 4 days after stroke, respectively; fig. S3B ). Although cMCAO did not cause mortality (within 7 days after stroke), fMCAO resulted in similar mortality rates in the control IgG-treated (16.0%) and the anti-CD49d-treated (14.6%) groups ( fig. S4) . Similarly, the physiological parameters (body temperature and body weight) were affected by fMCAO but not by cMCAO ( fig. S5 ). Specifically, fMCAO-induced brain damage led to pronounced hypothermia and weight loss, whereas sham surgery did not; however, these parameters were not affected by treatment with the anti-CD49d antibody.
DISCUSSION
Here, we report the results of an international multicenter, randomized, controlled, and blinded experiment for the preclinical testing of drug efficacy. The design of this study was modeled on phase 3 clinical randomized controlled trials, which are the current standard in clinical drug development and are required to license a new drug. Our study was performed in response to the "replication crisis" (10), the exceedingly low reproducibility, and lack of robustness of preclinical results in academic research (27) (28) (29) . In addition, our approach may help to resolve the translational roadblock, in which promising preclinical approaches fail to be translated to clinically effective therapies (30) (31) (32) . Thus, international research consortia-which provide larger sample sizes with sufficient statistical power and a study design that reduces the confounding effects of bias-have been proposed as a way to improve the robustness and translational predictability of preclinical research (13, 14, (33) (34) (35) .
To improve the quality and reliability of preclinical research, several international research consortia have been established, including the European Union (EU)-funded Multi-PART (Multicentre Preclinical Animal Research Team) consortium for stroke research and the National Institutes of Health-funded CAESAR (Consortium for preclinicAl assESsment of cARdioprotective therapies) consortium for cardiovascular research. Systematic efforts by these consortia and others have revealed that inadequate reporting of data, statistical flaws, and missing cross-validation of data from independent study centers are major flaws in preclinical translational research (5, 13, 33, 36, 37) . Virtually all preclinical studies performed by individual research groups are underpowered and often fail to adequately control for bias (for example, using randomization and blinding) (38) . For example, the average group size in more than 2000 different experiments involving more than 35,000 rodents (in which hundreds of different treatments were tested in ischemic stroke models) is only 8.6 animals per group (median, 8; range, 1 to 54) (39). Ioannidis et al. (34) examined a random sample of in vivo animal studies published since 2006 and found that fewer than 30% of studies used randomization and fewer than 10% performed a blinded assessment of outcome; with respect to experimental stroke research, these percentages are even lower (40) . A meta-analysis of 49 published preclinical meta-analyses (comprising 730 primary individual studies in the field of neuroscience) revealed that the median statistical power was only 21% (41). This means that of 100 studies that are conducted to investigate a genuine treatment effect, only 21 will actually be powered in such a way as to be able to demonstrate the effect, a result of small sample sizes. Until as recently as several decades ago, clinical trials were challenged by the same issues that face preclinical biomedical research today, including low internal validity, low statistical power, and a high rate of false positives. By developing and implementing rigorous standards for the design, execution, analysis, and reporting of studies, today's clinical trials can deliver robust and relevant results. Learningand adopting key measures-from current clinical trial design (for example, randomization, blinding, and a priori power analysis), as in our pRCT, may help to overcome the current crisis of preclinical translational medicine. Such an approach has clear advantages over a meta-analysis, which pools results from studies with different methodological and statistical standards, potentially differing protocols, and lack of monitoring. In contrast, as explained in detail below, our pRCT approach aimed to harmonize protocols and warranted a prospective, blinded, and randomized study design, central monitoring of data quality, and centralized analysis and data deposition.
Here, we used the two most common experimental models of ischemic stroke to test a drug candidate that is already being tested in a phase 2 clinical trial after only a few, small-scale, single-center studies in mice. In all but one case (8) , this approach in stroke research has led until now to costly failures and the exposure of patients to ineffective-or potentially harmful-drugs (42) . Many other medical fields share this frustrating experience. The primary objective in the design of our study was to achieve maximum harmonization of the methods used by the various participating study centers. The basic protocol, as well as the primary and secondary end points, was predefined by coordination between the six laboratories. In clinical trials, patient care among various trial sites is relatively uniform and performed in accordance with national and international guidelines. In our study, achieving harmonization of the materials and standard operating procedures was a challenge in the initial phase of our study because the various laboratories generally use different strategies for testing drugs in the stroke models. We achieved the best possible harmonization of the surgical procedures and behavioral tests by using same-age and same-gender mice obtained from the same commercial breeder, centrally supplying all critical materials (for example, the filaments used to induce transient stroke), and defining the methods used for the surgical procedures, behavioral tests, and data acquisition. Several factors could not be harmonized fully, including the use of specific anesthetics and analgesics (a result of differences in local regulations regarding the conduct of animal experiments), the expertise of the surgeons, postsurgical care, body temperature maintenance, and monitoring of cerebral blood flow after vessel occlusion; all of these factors can potentially influence stroke outcome. Nevertheless, comparable differences in equipment, legal requirements, and the skills of the medical personnel also confound most clinical RCTs. Other variables included between-site differences in the use of sedation protocols, in postoperative anesthesia and analgesic drugs, and in mouse microbiota.
These remaining methodological differences might actually increase the robustness of our obtained results with respect to clinical translation. Indeed, we were able to demonstrate that drug efficacy could be demonstrated despite the above-mentioned procedural differences. Furthermore, increasing the sample size by pooling the efforts of multiple laboratories reduced statistical variability and increased sensitivity of outcome measures such as the infarct volume in the cMCAO model, cerebral leukocyte counts, and the Neuroscore.
Another aspect of the study that was handled individually by each study site was the approval of the animal experiments. Because of differing regulatory processes in Spain, France, Italy, and Germany, a uniform approval for all European partner sites was not achievable despite the European directive 2010/63/EU. However, future pRCTs could get approval more easily or via a single-point process for all partner sites if pRCTs showed more robust results than a single study and were regarded as a part of the preclinical evaluation of drug development.
Natalizumab, a humanized anti-CD49d antibody, is currently one of the most effective disease-modifying drugs for multiple sclerosis (19) . With more than 7 years of clinical use, the efficacy and safety profiles for natalizumab are well established. The major risk associated with this treatment approach (the induction of progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy) usually emerges after long-term treatment, but not after a single dose. Recently, several research groups established that lymphocyte invasion plays a role in stroke pathophysiology (20, (43) (44) (45) (46) . For example, lymphocyte-deficient mice have substantially smaller lesion volumes compared to wild-type mice (43) . Therefore, targeting the adaptive immune system is a promising therapeutic strategy for stroke. However, the contribution of secondary neuroinflammation to poststroke pathophysiology is far less explored, and the translatability of murine mechanisms to the human situation regarding stroke immunology is still under discussion (47, 48) . On the basis of previous experimental studies with anti-CD49d antibodies in stroke models (20) (21) (22) and the safety data on natalizumab use in patients with multiple sclerosis, a phase 2 clinical trial was initiated recently to test the effect of natalizumab in patients with acute ischemic stroke [ACTION (Effect of Natalizumab on Infarct Volume in Acute Ischemic Stroke) trial, ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT01955707]. During the ACTION trial, an animal study was published that reported no effect of natalizumab on stroke (24), raising concerns about the efficacy of this approach (24, 49) . In contrast, in our multicenter study, consistent with previous results (20), we found that anti-CD49d treatment exerted a modest yet significant neuroprotective effect in the cMCAO model, but not in the fMCAO model of transient occlusion, which causes extensive damage. Notably, this protective effect was statistically significant when the cMCAO results were pooled from all centers but not when analyzed in each individual center. When we pooled results from both stroke models, no significant treatment effect was observed.
The difference in the neuroprotective efficacy of anti-CD49d treatment between the two models might be attributed to biological differences in the underlying pathophysiology and/or insufficient statistical power as a result of the unexpectedly high variability in the fMCAO model. In a head-tohead comparison of the fMCAO and cMCAO models, the authors found large differences in neuroinflammatory markers between the two models (26) . Unexpectedly, moderate-sized cortical lesions, which appeared after permanent occlusion in the cMCAO model, induced higher levels of leukocyte brain invasion, microgliosis, and proinflammatory cytokine release than did the extensive hemispheric lesions of the transient ischemia model (26) . Consistent with these results, we also found about twofold higher cerebral leukocyte counts after cMCAO than fMCAO. However, it should be noted that different time points (4 days after fMCAO versus 7 days after cMCAO) were used in the two models because of the high mortality rate in the fMCAO-treated mice after 4 to 5 days; moreover, the cMCAO model requires craniectomy and penetration of the dura. However, a recent study by Chu et al. reported twofold higher cerebral leukocyte cell counts after permanent occlusion by a filament in the fMCAO model compared to transient occlusion in the same stroke model, indicating that there may be pronounced leukocyte brain invasion in situations in which reperfusion is not established, regardless of the stroke model used (50) . In our study, the cerebral leukocyte counts in the anti-CD49d-treated cMCAO group (the permanent occlusion model) were considerably higher than in the fMCAO group, and we found no treatment effect of anti-CD49d on the relatively low leukocyte numbers in the fMCAO model. Therefore, inhibition of the migration of leukocytes into the brain with anti-CD49d antibodies may be more effective in strokes that trigger a more robust inflammatory reaction. This possibility has been generally overlooked in preclinical testing of immunotherapeutics for stroke, and it has also not been considered in the design of clinical studies.
Because of its unique design (pooling results from five centers and the unprecedented large sample size in a single preclinical experiment), our study provides a critical view of commonly used methods in experimental stroke research. The variability of outcomes differed substantially between the two models; specifically, the overall SD in the control-treated cMCAO group was 30% [mean (SD), 8.9 (2.7); n = 25 mice], which is considerably lower than the surprisingly high SD in the control-treated fMCAO group [53%; mean (SD), 36.4 (19.9); n = 49]. Furthermore, our study also revealed an unexpectedly weak sensitivity of some of the most widely used behavioral tests, particularly in the cMCAO model, which induced only subtle neurological deficits. The rotarod and adhesive tape removal tests are two of the most common tests performed in experimental stroke research (51), and they have been successfully used by each laboratory in our study. Nevertheless, the rotarod test failed to detect poststroke deficits compared to sham surgery, even after the test results were normalized to baseline values, thus excluding intercenter differences. Moreover, the adhesive removal test results showed wide variability, even after normalization, and therefore lacked statistical power to detect treatment effects; nevertheless, this test was able to detect significant deficits after cMCAO. In addition, the Neuroscore, which was used to quantify deficits after fMCAO, also had high variability and revealed only a moderate correlation between test results and lesion volume. It was also apparent that the laboratory with previous experience using the Neuroscore (center 2) obtained more consistent results with this test than did laboratories that used this test for the first time ( fig. S3 ). This finding might reflect a more general challenge with respect to harmonizing procedures, which was a necessary step in designing our pRCT. For example, deciding a priori to use mice of a specific age or deciding to centrally distribute the surgical material might necessitate changes in local standard operating procedures, which, in turn, could increase variability. Nevertheless, we reasoned that harmonizing the basic procedures and using similar materials were essential for achieving a multicenter, randomized, blinded pRCT, thereby minimizing intercenter effects and facilitating the analysis of pooled data based on group means.
On the basis of the previous considerations and new methodological insights gained in our study, we were able to define several points of potential improvement for future pRCTs: an obvious limitation for our analysis strategy was the constraint to a per-protocol analysis, lacking an additional intention-to-treat analysis. This is due to a substantial amount of missing data for the primary outcome measure (infarct volume) because of mortality or no infarct demarcation. This might be circumvented in future studies by using inclusion criteria similar to clinical trials such as imaging modalities for confirmation of an infarct, a defined neurological deficit range as an inclusion criterion, and use of a behavioral readout marker or mortality as primary end point. In analogy to clinical trials, which pool stroke patients with differing stroke etiology, future pRCTs might also consider pooling outcome of different models for testing drug efficacy.
One surprise in our study was the low performance of the behavioral tests, as well as exceedingly high variability of the fMCAO model. It would be desirable to evaluate such methodological characteristics in "pretrials" before future pRCTs, with the aim to validate the used methods and grade of harmonization in-between study centers before performing the actual pRCT. Such a pretrial would also give the opportunity to include a dose-escalation study for the investigated drug before defining the dose for the pRCT. Finally, central assessment of behavioral outcomes based on video recordings might reduce variability and improve test sensitivity, which should be evaluated in a pretrial for a future pRCT.
Given the lack of funding for international collaborative confirmatory research, the apparent lack of incentives for individual researchers and laboratories, and the competitiveness associated with preclinical biomedicine, so-called pRCT studies-although deemed necessary-are often believed to be impossible to implement. Here, we report the feasibility of this approach, despite the existence of several obstacles, and we hope that this study will encourage researchers in all biomedical research fields to consider forming similar consortia to perform essential preclinical trials before advancing to clinical development; this approach is particularly relevant to biomedical research fields that have traditionally been hampered by lack of reproducibility and translational roadblock. We estimated the total full cost of our study at about €165,000 ($ 180,000), including more than €30,000 direct drug costs (table S1). Because the use of pRCTs may avoid unnecessary clinical trials and improve our ability to predict successful translation, these costs for a confirmatory study seem reasonable (52) .
Our study demonstrates that poststroke treatment with anti-CD49d antibodies confers a neuroprotective benefit in a specific mouse model of stroke. We found differences between the results from two ischemic stroke models with respect to cerebral leukocyte invasion and the efficacy of anti-CD49d treatment; therefore, future clinical trials testing immunotherapeutic drugs for stroke will need to ensure that the included study population feature a substantial neuroinflammatory reaction to the brain injury, which may improve its potential to profit from such therapeutic approaches. Finally, the ability of a pRCT to advance translational research and increase the reliability of preclinical findings should be tested by comparing the results of clinical trials with the results of their preceding pRCTs.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design
A key objective of this study was to implement and to test the feasibility of performing an international pRCT in experimental biomedicine. Another objective was to use this pRCT approach to robustly test the neuroprotective effect of CD49d-specific antibodies in two murine models of experimental stroke. This study was performed from June 2013 (initiation) through October 2014 (unblinding) by an international consortium consisting of six independent research groups. The infarct volume of the pooled samples from all centers and from each model was a predetermined primary end point of the study. The secondary end points were functional outcome and the migration of leukocytes into the brain. The Munich study center (A.L.) initiated the trial, coordinated the study design, and performed central data analysis, whereas the other five centers [Caen (D.V.), Milan (M.-G.D.S.), Barcelona (A.M.P.), Munich (N.P.), and Berlin (U.D. and A.R.)] contributed to study design, performed the experimental part of the study, and validated centrally determined infarct volumes. In total, 315 male C57BL/6J mice (8 to 10 weeks of age) were used [90 mice for cMCAOMCAO model (30 mice per treated group) and 225 mice for fMCAOMCAO (75 mice per treated group)]. Overall sample size per stroke model was determined a priori by performing a power calculation with G*Power (version 3.1) software using the two-tailed Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test for two groups. For both models, an a level of 0.05 and a power of 0.9 were required. For the cMCAOMCAO model, a Cohen's d ES of 0.9 was used [a conservative assumption based on our previous results demonstrating an ES d of 1.2 (20) ]. In contrast, previous studies using the fMCAO model in mice did not detect a significant treatment effect that we could use to calculate ES. Therefore, we assumed an ES d of 0.6 to be biologically relevant, a highly conservative assumption based on our previous experience, which revealed greater variability of infarct volume after fMCAO compared to cMCAO. In addition, a 4-day mortality rate of 20% was assumed for the fMCAO group. This yielded a final sample size of 29 mice per treatment group for cMCAO and 63 mice per treatment group for fMCAO. Coded samples of anti-CD49d and control antibodies, as well as some additional items (for example, the filaments used to occlude the MCA and the behavioral test equipment), were distributed to each study center. The operational exclusion criteria were predefined (see below), and analytical exclusion criteria (see specifications below) were defined during data acquisition. The mice were allocated to the treatment and surgery groups using randomization lists generated with an online randomizer tool (www.randomizer.org) provided by the coordinating center. Treatment, surgery, analysis of infarct volume, and secondary outcome measures were performed by researchers who were blinded with respect to the treatment groups. Unblinding was performed after the statistical analyses were completed. Digital scans of the brain sections and all analysis files were stored on a central database that was accessible to all study contributors. The complete set of data is reported, including outliers. The full data set obtained from this study is publicly available at the figshare repository (http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.1289824). The study protocol is available in the Supplementary Materials as fig. S6 .
Animals
This study was conducted in accordance with the respective national guidelines regarding the use of experimental animals, and all procedures were approved by the respective government and institutional committees for the individual research groups [Munich: Regierungspräsidium Oberbayern; Barcelona: Ethics Committee (CEEA) of the University of Barcelona and the Departament d'Agricultura, Ramaderia, Pesca, Alimentació i Medi Natural de la Generalitat de Catalunya; Milan: Institutional guidelines and authorization by the Italian Ministry of Health; Berlin: Landesamt für Gesundheit und Soziales, Berlin; and Caen: Regional ethics committee of Lower Normandy]. Approval for the performed experiments was reached at each study site by different means, such as including the experiments in a 3-year laboratory program, as an addendum to an existing license, or applying for a new license as a "proof-of-principle" study. In total, 315 male C57BL/6J mice (8 to 10 weeks of age) were supplied to the research groups from Charles River Laboratories (stock #664). The animals were housed in a controlled temperature (22 ± 2°C) with a 12/12-hour light/dark cycle and access to pelleted food and water ad libitum. The number of mice per cage, the use of environmental enrichment, and food type were all determined individually by each research group in accordance with locally approved standard procedures. Where applicable, body weight (measured daily) and body temperature (measured on the surgery day and 1, 3, and 7 days after surgery) were measured for each mouse. All procedures regarding the study design, animal experiments, statistical analysis, and data reporting fulfill the criteria of the ARRIVE (Animal Research: Reporting of In Vivo Experiments) guidelines (see checklist in the Supplementary Materials as fig. S7 ).
Antibody treatment
Animals received an intraperitoneal injection of antibodies 3 hours after stroke was induced (by coagulation occlusion or filament insertion); 300 mg of monoclonal mouse anti-CD49d antibody (clone R1-2, eBioscience) or rat IgG2b isotype control antibody (clone LTF-2, Bio X Cell) was diluted to 1 mg/ml in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and prewarmed to 37°C before injection. The antibody concentration was chosen on the basis of information in two previous reports that used the same antibody clone in experimental stroke models (20, 24) .
Transient MCAO (fMCAO) model
Animals were anesthetized with isoflurane in a 30 to 70% mixture of O 2 and N 2 O, and the temporal bone was exposed with an incision between the ear and the eye. A laser Doppler probe (at centers 1, 3, and 4) was affixed to the skull above the MCA territory. The animal was then placed in the supine position. Using a midline neck incision, the common carotid artery and the external carotid artery (right side, groups 1 to 3; left side, groups 4 and 5) were isolated and ligated; a 2-mm silicon-coated filament (#701912PK5Re, Doccol) was threaded into the internal carotid artery, and MCA occlusion was confirmed by a reduction in the corresponding laser Doppler flow. After 60 min of occlusion, the animals were reanesthetized, and the filament was removed. For the postsurgical survival period, the animals were housed in their home cages with access to water and food. Sham-operated control mice received the same surgical procedure, except the filament was not inserted. Body temperature was maintained during surgery using a feedback-controlled heating pad. Analgesia was provided during surgery and in the postoperative phase in accordance with each center's local regulations.
Surgical exclusion criteria: Centers 1, 3, and 4 used laser Doppler flow during the operation to confirm sufficient MCA occlusion (a reduction in blood flow to <20% of the baseline value). In addition, at all five contributing centers, mice that did not develop sufficient neurological deficits (that is, Neuroscore <8) 24 or 48 hours after MCAO were excluded. Mice that died during the observation period were excluded from all analyses, but differences in the mortality rate between the treatment groups during the observation period were determined.
Permanent MCAO (cMCAO) model Centers 1, 2, and 3 performed the cMCAO procedure as described (53) . In brief, the animals were anesthetized with isoflurane in a 30 to 70% mixture of O 2 and N 2 O and placed in a lateral position. The skin was incised between the eye and the ear, the temporal muscle was removed, and the MCA was identified. A burr hole was drilled over the MCA, and the dura mater was removed carefully. The MCA was permanently occluded with either bipolar electrocoagulation forceps or an electrocauterizer. Permanent occlusion of the MCA was confirmed visually before closing the wound with sutures. During surgery, body temperature was maintained using a feedback-controlled heating pad. Sham-operated mice received the same surgical procedure without MCA coagulation.
Surgical exclusion criteria: Mice that developed a subarachnoid hemorrhage during surgery were excluded from the analysis. In addition, mice that died during the observation period were excluded from analysis.
Functional outcome tests
The rotarod and adhesive removal tests were performed 1, 3, and 7 days after cMCAO. These tests were chosen because they are the most commonly used tests for measuring the effect of cMCAO, which results in only minor behavioral deficits, and because these tests were used previously by all three centers that performed the cMCAO model.
The rotarod test was used to measure coordination and sensorimotor performance before and after cMCAO (54) . Mice were trained daily for 3 days before MCAO or sham surgery, and baseline performance was recorded the day before cMCAO using the following strategy: the rod accelerated from 8 to 40 rpm over 240 s, with a mean of three consecutive trials per mouse and time points. The latency to fall off the rod was recorded, and postsurgical performance was calculated by dividing the postsurgical values by the individual animal's baseline performance.
The adhesive removal test was used to evaluate sensory and motor deficits (55) . A round (4-mm-diameter) adhesive sticker was placed on the palmar side of the forepaw; the same pressure was applied for each adhesive application. The day before surgery (and at the indicated times after cMCAO or sham surgery), three trials per test were performed. The latency to contact the paw with the adhesive and the latency to remove the adhesive were recorded. Motor performance was expressed as the difference between the latency to contact the paw and the latency to remove the adhesive.
The Neuroscore was performed before surgery and 2 and 4 days after fMCAO or sham surgery; this test was used to evaluate the general status and focal neurologic dysfunction after fMCAO, which induces substantial deficits in contrast to the cMCAO model, and was performed as described (56) . The score ranges from 0 (no deficits) to 56 (representing the poorest performance in all items) and is calculated as the sum of the general and focal deficits. The Neuroscore results were expressed as a composite neurological score, which included the following general deficits (scores): fur (0 to 2), ears (0 to 2), eyes (0 to 4), posture (0 to 4), spontaneous activity (0 to 4), and epileptic behavior (0 to 12); and the following focal deficits: body asymmetry (0 to 4), gait (0 to 4), climbing on a surface inclined at 45°(0 to 4), circling behavior (0 to 4), front-limb symmetry (0 to 4), circling behavior (0 to 4), and whisker response to light touch (0 to 4).
Tissue sampling and processing
Mice were deeply anesthetized 7 days after cMCAO, 4 days after fMCAO, and at the respective times for mice in the corresponding sham surgery groups. The brain was removed, frozen immediately on powdered dry ice, and stored at −20°C. All biological samples were shipped on dry ice to the central analysis center in Munich, where the samples were stored at −80°C until further analysis and for central archiving. All brains were cryosectioned by researchers who were blinded with respect to the surgery and treatment groups. Coronal brain sections (20 mm thick) were prepared at 400-mm intervals and used to analyze infarct volume. In addition, 12-m m-thick coronal sections were obtained at the level of the anterior commissure and were used for immunohistochemistry. Sections were mounted on Superfrost Plus slides (Thermo Scientific) and stored at −80°C.
Infarct volumetry
Infarct volume was measured in CV-stained sections as described (53) . In brief, one series of serial (20-mm-thick) sections from each animal was air-dried at room temperature for 30 min. The slides were stained with a 0.1% CV solution at 60°C for 10 min and then rinsed twice in distilled water for 1 min. After washing and dehydration, the slides were covered with Roti-Histokit mounting medium (Roth). CV-stained sections were scanned at 600 dpi on a flatbed scanner (LiDE 210, Canon). For the cMCAO model, the direct infarct demarcation on CVstained sections (unstained area) was measured after confirming the absence of edema at the investigated time point (7 days after cMCAO or sham surgery). For the fMCAO model, we corrected the infarct volume for edema with the following equation: (Ischemic area) = (Direct lesion volume) − [(Ipsilateral hemisphere) − (Contralateral hemisphere)]. In both models, total infarct volume was determined by integrating the measured areas and distances over the sections. To validate the sections in the MCAO mice with missing lesion demarcation on CV staining, neuronal loss was measured with the terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase-mediated deoxyuridine triphosphate nick end labeling (TUNEL) method (TUNEL Apoptosis Detection Kit, Millipore). All sections were analyzed independently by two central investigators (G.L. and A.L.), both of whom were blinded with respect to the treatment groups; the mean of these two measurements was used for subsequent analyses. In addition, the original CV-stained slides were returned to the respective originating center for further validation. Interrater reliability between the two central investigators and the individual participating centers was measured and is shown in fig. S1 . Analytical exclusion criteria: The following criteria were used to exclude samples from the analysis: (i) missing biological samples due to the death of an animal before the study's end point (day 4 for fMCAO and day 7 for cMCAO; n = 23 mice excluded); (ii) overt mechanical damage or disruption when preparing the brain sections, rendering the sample unusable (n = 2 mice excluded); (iii) no ischemic brain lesion detectable in the MCAO group (detected as demarcation on CV staining or no neuronal apoptosis measured using TUNEL staining) (n = 27 mice excluded); (iv) demarcation of an ischemic lesion on CV-stained sections in shamoperated mice (n = 2 mice excluded); and (v) Neuroscore <8 points 24 hours after fMCAO (n = 6 mice excluded). The individual animals that were excluded on the basis of the aforementioned criteria were also excluded from the analysis of behavioral data sets and physiological parameters.
Immunofluorescence
We performed immunofluorescence staining for CD45 to identify leukocytes that had infiltrated the brain. Coronal sections (12 mm thick) were prepared at the level of the anterior commissure and dried at room temperature for 1 hour. After rinsing in PBS (pH 7.4), the slides were fixed with acetone at −20°C, rinsed in PBS, and incubated in blocking buffer (BB) containing 0.1% Triton, 0.05% Tween 20, 10% fetal calf serum, and 1% bovine serum albumin (w/v) in PBS at room temperature for 1 hour. The slides were then incubated overnight at 4°C in anti-CD45 antibody (1:100, clone 104-2, Abcam) in BB. The slides were then rinsed in PBS and incubated for 1 hour at room temperature in Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-mouse IgG (H+L) (1:100, Invitrogen). Finally, the slides were rinsed in PBS, counterstained for 2 min with DAPI (1:4000, Invitrogen), and mounted using Fluoromount medium (Sigma). The slides were analyzed using an epifluorescence microscope (Axiovert 200M, Zeiss). CD45-positive cells were counted in one 12-mm section per brain at the position of the anterior commissure (about 0.1 mm rostral to bregma). The infarct core was identified with corresponding CV-stained sections, and this area was excluded from the localization analysis and quantification of CD45-positive cells. For the cMCAO model, the location of each CD45-positive cell was marked on a topographic map according to the mouse brain atlas, yielding a cumulative localization map of leukocyte invasion for each treatment group.
Statistical analysis
This study was designed as a prospective, multicenter, randomized controlled trial of experimental ischemic stroke induced in mice via two distinct models. The above-mentioned operational and analytical exclusion criteria were applied. If a mouse met one or more of the exclusion criteria, data and samples were excluded from all analyses. Sufficient normal distribution of all data sets was verified by checking histograms (unimodal distribution) and skewness (|skewness| <1). Physiological parameters and cerebral leukocyte counts were analyzed by ANOVA followed by Tukey's multiple-comparison test (GraphPad Prism 6.0). The characteristics of the samples obtained from the individual centers (Table 1) were tested with Fisher's exact test, the c 2 test, or ANOVA (where indicated), and mortality was analyzed by comparing the survival curves with the log-rank (that is, Mantel-Cox) test (GraphPad Prism 6.0). Infarct volume and behavioral deficits were tested using a linear mixed-effects model to account for heterogeneity between centers (SPSS version 22, IBM). We used random intercept models with treatment group as the independent variable and infarct volume as the dependent variable. ES estimates (standardized mean difference) were calculated using inverse-variance weighting in a random-effects model using RevMan version 5.3; RevMan 5.3 was also used to create the forest plot in Fig. 2C . Correlation analysis for infarct volume and behavioral deficits was performed using linear regression (GraphPad Prism). Concordance analysis for interrater reliability was done using the BlandAltman method (GraphPad Prism) and calculation of ICCs (SPSS). A two-sided significance level of a = 0.05 for both primary hypotheses was applied. P values for secondary hypotheses should be interpreted cautiously as exploratory analyses. No adjustment for duality of the two stroke models was applied. An overview of means and 95% CI is available for all primary and secondary end points in table S2.
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